


During the production and transport of goods, greenhouse gases are released into the air. Examples are Carbon dioxide CO2, 
Nitrous oxide N2O, Ozone O3, Methane CH4, Freons CFC and many others. The concentration of these gases in the atmosphere 
negatively affects the environment. It is expressed as the mass of Carbon Dioxide converted = gCO2e.

Schwarzwolf are planting trees



Trees store CO2 in the wood • Trees humidify the air  

Trees improve soil quality • Trees filter dust 

Trees provide shade • Trees are beautiful… 

SCHWARZWOLF COMPENSATE FOR THE CARBON FOOTPRINT!
How do we achieve this? First, we calculated the carbon footprint of each product separately. This is a number expressed 
in gCO2e. We used the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology of the worldwide organization ECOACT. We decomposed each 
product, including packaging, into the individual materials from which it was made, and weighed each one separately. We also 
measured on maps how many kilometers Schwarzwolf products has to travel either by boat, train, car or plane. Taken together, 
the data determined the predicted amount of gCO2e per piece. The carbon footprint is compensated using offset programs such 
as the promotion of renewable energy sources as well as planting programs. When a tree grows, it creates its mass through 
photosynthesis while consuming carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. We decided to plant trees with sazimestromy.cz.

https://sazimestromy.cz/


233
gCO2e
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8 FLASHLIGHTS / OPTICAL

Schwarzwolf binoculars with 10 × 25 optics, field of view at 1000 m: 101, viewing angle 5.8 °, average exit pupils 11 mm, shortest focusing distance 3 m. 
The binoculars are packed in a neoprene case with a neck strap and in a gift box. 
Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3, silkscreen printing S2
Maximum print size: 40 × 20 mm 
Dimensions: 11 × 11.5 × 3.5 cm  

TRIVOR
F4801600AJ3

 2047
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-trivor-binoculars-in-a-neoprene-case-334515


9

Schwarzwolf outdoor set includes: folding stainless steel knife, multifunction BANDANA scarf, 10 × 25 binoculars and black neoprene pouch. Packed in a gift box.
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3, pad printing T3, laser L1

Maximum print size: 50 × 40 mm
Dimensions: 8 × 13 × 5 cm

CROSSET
F4800300SA3

 2521
gCO2e



10 FLASHLIGHTS / OPTICAL

Polarized Schwazwolf sunglasses. The sunglasses frame and arms are black with red details on both arms with metalic hinges decorated with Schwarzwolf logo. 
Polarized glasses reduce unpleasant glare and eye fatigue. They have black lenses with UV400 protection suitable for outdoor activities and sports. Comes in a black 
microfibre pouch and a practical hard black case with a zipper. Includes a white microfibre cleaning cloth suitable for sublimation. Packed in a gift box. 
Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3, silkscreen printing S3 one color, sublimation 
Maximum print size: arms 30 × 7 mm, case 50 × 15 mm, cleaning cloth 100 × 100 mm
Dimensions: microfibre pouch 8.5 × 17.6 cm, case 16.5 × 7.5 × 6.5 cm, cleaning cloth 15 × 18 cm

MAHAVELI
F1504600AJ3

 549
gCO2e  
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Polarized Schwazwolf sports sunglasses with coloured lenses. The sunglasses are made in black colour with Schwarzwof logo on the glasses arms. The lenses have 
UV400 protection. Polarized glasses reduce unpleasant glare and eye fatigue. Thanks to orange lenses that raise a contrasting vision the glasses are ideal for driving and 

winter sports. Comes in a black microfibre pouch and a practical hard black case with a zipper. Includes a white microfibre cleaning cloth suitable for sublimation. 
Packed in a gift box. 

Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3, silkscreen printing S3 one color, sublimation 
Maximum print size: arms 30 × 7 mm, case 50 × 15 mm, cleaning cloth 100 × 100 mm

Dimensions: microfibre pouch 8.5 × 17.6 cm, case 16.5 × 7.5 × 6.5 cm, cleaning cloth 15 × 18 cm 

Schwarzwolf hard case for sunglasses. The case is made of black canvas and velvet material. The case has a zipper with Schwarzwolf logo on the zipper slider. The case 
includes a black microfibre pouch and a white microfibre cleaning cloth suitable for sublimation. Packed in a gift box. 

Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3 one color, sublimation 
Maximum print size: case 50 × 15 mm, cleaning cloth 100 × 100 mm

Dimensions: case 16.5 × 7.5 × 6.5 cm, microfibre pouch 8.5 × 17.6 cm, cleaning cloth 15 × 18 cm 

IRAVADI
F1504700AJ3   

 549
gCO2e

ARKANSAS
F1701700AJ3    

 426
gCO2e



12 FLASHLIGHTS / OPTICAL

Schwarzwolf outdoor flashlight. It contains 3X CREE XPE LED diode and has 3 modes 
of lighting: strong, medium and flashing. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 120 lumens
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 30 × 7 mm
Dimensions: 14.3 × 2.9 cm 
Baterries 2 × AA included

Schwarzwolf outdoor flashlight with a wrist strap. It contains 5W Osram LED 
diode and ZOOM function. It has 3 modes of lighting: strong, medium and 
flashing. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 300 lumens
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 25 × 7 mm
Dimensions: 15 × 2.8 cm
Baterries 2 × AA included

KIKAI 
F2308500AJ3 

 682
gCO2e

ONTAKU  
F2308600AJ3 

 907
gCO2e
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Schwarzwolf outdoor metal flashlight. It includes Cree XPE diode and extending COB diode that allows very intensive lighting. At the end of the flashlight is magnet 
and hook for hanging. Packed in a gift box. 

Luminosity: Cree XPE diode 130 lumens, COB diode 180 lumens 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 

Maximum print size: 25 × 10 mm 
Dimensions: 16.7 × 4 cm, extending length 22.8 cm 

Baterries 4 × AAA included 

BIWA
F2300800AJ3

 7762
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-biwa-274899


14 FLASHLIGHTS / OPTICAL

Schwarzwolf rechargeable flashlight with a wrist strap, that can be also used as a powerbank for emergency charging of your phone with output DC 5V/1A. It contains 
5W XPG diode. It has 3 modes of lighting: strong, flashing and SOS. If you press the button longer you can switch on a dimmer light. The flashlight offers a possibility  
to change zoom and includes charging indicator light. Comes with a rechargeable 3.7V Lithium battery with 2000mAh capacity and USB-C recharging cable.  
The charging time of battery is 3 hours, discharging time 4,5 hours. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 250 lumens
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 30 × 7 mm
Dimensions: 12.4 × 2.5 cm

ZAGROS 
F2308700AJ3 

  4933
gCO2e
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Schwarzwolf rechargeable outdoor flashlight with wrist strap that contains CREE T6 diode. Thanks to the extending head it allows you to regulate the focalization  
and switch power of the light. It has 5 modes of lighting: weak, medium, stronger, flashing and SOS. Comes with a rechargeable battery with 2200 mAh capacity and  

USB Micro cabel. Flashlight can be also used with 3 AAA bateries. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 270 lumens 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 20 × 5 mm 

Dimensions: 14.7 × 3.5 cm, extending length 16,5 cm, wrist strap – 21 cm

Schwarzwolf outdoor flashlight with wrist strap that contains CREE T6 diode. 
Thanks to the extending head it allows you to regulate the focalization and switch 

power of the light. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 260 lumens 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 20 × 5 mm 

Dimensions: 13.5 × 3.5 cm, extending length 16 cm, wrist strap – 21 cm 
Baterries 3 × AAA included 

DELGADA
F2301000AJ3

  6352
gCO2e

ANTELAO
F2300700AJ3

 5961
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-delgada-outdoor-flashlight-317013
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-antelao-273788


16 FLASHLIGHTS / OPTICAL

Schwarzwolf rechargeable head lamp with a XPE diode. It has a sensor and 5 modes of lighting: weak light, stronger, flashing, red and red flashing. Includes a rubber 
headband with the Schwarzwolf logo and receptical for USB Micro cable for charging. Thanks to its recharging it saves the environment. When the battery  
is fully charged, it lights up for up to 7 hours. Comes with USB Micro cable. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 120 lumens 
Material: ABS 
Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3 
Maximum print size: 15 × 10 mm 
Dimensions: 6 × 4 × 3.2 cm

MINO
F2300900AJ3

   
4075
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-mino-rechargeable-head-lamp-with-a-xpe-293414
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Schwarzwolf head lamp in black colour with COB diode. It has three modes of lightening: weak light, strong and flashing. Included headband rubber with 
Schwarzwolf logo. Packed in a gift box. 

Luminosity: 120 lumens 
Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3 

Maximum print size: 20 × 10 mm 
Dimensions: 6.5 × 4 × 4.5 cm 

Baterries 3 × AAA included 

Schwarzwolf small safety light with COB diode and flashing mode. Possibility of holding with plastic clip or keyring. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 40 lumens 

Recommended printing technology: pad printing T2 
Maximum print size: 25 × 10 mm 

Dimensions: 6 × 3 × 2 cm 
2 × 3V CR2032 batteries included 

TRONADOR
F2300600AJ3

  4101
gCO2e

POSO
F2300500AJ3

3794
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-tronador-head-lamp-273784
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-poso-273781


18 FLASHLIGHTS / OPTICAL

Schwazwolf camping light/lantern with three modes of lighting. Strong light, weak light and flashing mode.  
Manual included. Packed in a gift box. 
Luminosity: 60 lumens 
Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3, uv tisk UV3 
Maximum print size: 50 × 8 mm 
Dimensions: unfolded Ø 8.5 × 13.5 cm, folded Ø 8.5 × 5 cm 
3 × AA Batteries included

LUCA
F2300700SA3

 5001
gCO2e  

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-luca-watt-utility-camping-lantern-207106


TOOLS
KNIVES



20 KNIVES / TOOLS

Multifunctional Schwarzwolf knife in a case with a cord. The multifunctional knife handel can be used as a bottle opener and wrench holes for tightening a nuts. 
The cord includes an orange whistle. The case is made of special plastic alloy Kydex. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel, special plastic alloy Kydex
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 30 × 7 mm
Dimensions: knife 13 × 2 cm, case 7.5 × 5.5 cm, drawstring length 45 cm

BAKO
F1904400AJ3

369
gCO2e  



21

Multifunctional Schwarzwolf tool with 10 functions. It has a carabiner, bottle opener, multifunctional opener, wire cutter, slot head screwdriver, Phillips head 
screwdriver and spanner (4 sizes). Packed in a gift box. 

Material: stainless steel 420 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 

Maximum print size: 15 × 5 mm 
Dimensions: 7.5 × 3.5 × 0.7 cm  

Multifunctional Schwarzwolf keychain contains 10 tools: Phillips head screwdriver, head screwdriver, spanner (4 sizes), spokes key (2 sizes), magnet and 
carabiner. Comes in handy especially when you haven´t got a tool box at your disposal. Packed in a gift box. 

Material: S/S 420 steel 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 

Maximum print size: 15 × 3 mm 
Dimensions: 5.5 × 3.4 cm

BURUNDI
F6000300AJ3

495
gCO2e

ANTISANA
F6000200AJ3

278
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-burundi-multifunctional-tool-294952
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarwolf-antisana-multifunctional-keychain-272814


22 KNIVES / TOOLS

Multifunctional Schwarzwolf keychain contains 13 tools: meter ruler, magnet, nail lifter, spanner (6 sizes), bottle opener, valve key, spokes key (2 sizes). 
Comes in handy especially when you haven´t got your tool box or can opener at your disposal. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: S/S 420 steel 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 20 × 6 mm 
Dimensions: 7.4 × 2.4 cm

Practical Schwarzwolf tool set for bikers. Set includes a hexagon socket screw key (7 sizes), slot head screwdriver, Phillips head screwdriver and torx. 
Packed in a gift box. 
Material: S/S, chrome-vanadium steel, aluminum 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 20 × 3 mm 
Dimensions: unfolded 12.7 × 3.8 × 2 cm, folded 7.3 × 3.8 × 2 cm 

ATACAMA
F6000100AJ3

233
gCO2e

TIBESTI
F5200100AJ3

 1010
gCO2e  

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-atacama-multifunctional-keychain-272813
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-tibesti-practical-tool-set-for-bikers-294778
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Multifunctional Schwarzwolf knife with 9 tools for your trips in the nature. Packed in a case and in a gift box. 
Material: S/S 2CR13 steel 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 22 × 5 mm 

Dimensions: in closed estate 10 × 1.5 × 2 cm

Schwarzwolf 9-in-1 multifunction folding knife. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel, wood 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 5 mm 

Dimensions (closed): 9.3 × 2.5 × 1.7 cm 

PELAT
F2400200AJ3

1536
gCO2e

HUNTER
F2400700SA3

917
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-pelat-multifunctional-knife-with-12-tools-272410
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-hunter-multifunction-folding-knife-48418


24 KNIVES / TOOLS

Schwarzwolf multitool contains 11 kinds of tools – a knife, a beer opener, a can opener, pliers, splitters, a saw, a screwdriver, a Phillips screwdriver, a file,  
a stripping tool. The tool set has a carabiner and comes in a neoprene case and is packed in a gift box. 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 8 mm  
Dimensions: in the closed state 10.5 × 4 × 2 cm 

NOBLE
F2405700AJ3

1574
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-noble-multifunkcni-naradi-se-sponou-na-uchyceni-334519


25

Schwarzwolf elegant black 15-in-1 multitool with safety lock in black neoprene pouch. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel tools, aluminium handle 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 8 mm 

Dimensions (closed): 10 × 4.5 cm 

ARMADOR 
BLACK NEW

F2400500AJ3

2832
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-armador-black-new-272807


26 KNIVES / TOOLS

Schwarzwolf 13-in-1 mini multitool in black neoprene pouch. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: non slip aluminium handle, stainless steel tools 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 20 × 5 mm 
Dimensions (closed): 6.8 cm 

Schwarzwolf 15-in-1 multitool with safety lock in black neoprene pouch. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: non slip aluminium handle, stainless steel tools 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 8 mm 
Dimensions (closed): 10 × 4.5 cm

PONY NEW
F2400300AJ3 – grey 
F2400301AJ3 – green 
F2400302AJ3 – orange 
F2400303AJ3 – red 
F2400304AJ3 – blue 

1417
gCO2e

ARMADOR NEW
F2400400AJ3 – grey 
F2400401AJ3 – green 
F2400402AJ3 – orange 
F2400403AJ3 – red 
F2400404AJ3 – blue

3432
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-armador-new-272802
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-pony-new-272808
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Schwarzwolf folding knife with plastic handle, belt clip and safety lock. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel, plastic 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 5 mm 

Dimensions (closed): 11.4 × 3.6 × 1.2 cm 

Schwarzwolf pocket knife with safety lock and belt clip, modern carbon fibre look. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: metal 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 5 mm 

Dimensions (closed): 11.2 × 3 × 1.8 cm 

STYX
F1900900SA3

1010
gCO2e

YERGER
F1900300SA3

903
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-styx-folding-knife-37986
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-yerger-pocket-knife-135795


28 KNIVES / TOOLS

Schwarzwolf folding knife with wooden handle and safety lock. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel, wood 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: large 30 × 10 mm, medium 30 × 5 cm
Dimensions (closed): large 12.5 cm, medium 11 cm

Schwarzwolf folding knife with safety clip and wooden handle. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel, wood 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 30 × 5 mm 
Dimensions (closed): 13.3 × 3 × 1.4 cm 

JAGUAR
F1900700SA3 – large 
F1900100AJ3 – medium

large
  

1745
gCO2e

    
medium

  
1391

gCO2e

RAY
F1900100SA3

1244
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/search/term/?term=jaguar
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-ray-45410
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Schwarzwolf mushroom knife. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel, wood 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1, L2 
Maximum print size: 20 × 5 mm 

Dimensions (closed): 11 cm 

Schwarzwolf butter knife. It is ideal for travelling, because it is foldable. So you can easily and comfortably prepare your food with butter,  
pate or cream cheese on your way. Packed in a gift box. 

Material: stainless steel, handle wood Pakka 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 

Maximum print size: 30 × 6 mm 
Dimensions: open 21.7 cm, folded 12.1 cm 

PILZ
F1900200SA3

2206
gCO2e

GARMISCH
F1901200SA3

925
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-pilz-mushroom-knife-76760
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-garmisch-butter-knife-251117


30 KNIVES / TOOLS

Schwarzwolf pocket knife with wooden handle. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: metal/wood 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1, L2 
Maximum print size: 30 × 5 mm 
Dimensions (closed): 10.3 × 3 × 1.7 cm

Schwarzwolf pocket knife with aluminum handle, safety lock and belt clip. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: aluminium/stainless steel 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 
Maximum print size: 28 × 5 mm 
Dimensions (closed): 11.5 × 3.1 × 1.6 cm 

JUNGLE
F1900600SA3

735
gCO2e

MATRIX
F1901000SA3 – red 
F1901001SA3 – orange 
F1901002SA3 – blue 
F1901003SA3 – grey 
F1901004SA3 – green

1251
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-jungle-pocket-knife-135794
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-matrix-pocket-knife-135796


31
BIKING
HIKING



32 HIKING / BIKING

Schwarzwolf 750 ml double-walled vacuum bottle in elegant design that will maintain the temperature of your drink. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 30 × 50 mm
Dimensions: Ø 8.6 × 28.8 cm

DINARA
F5105900AJ3 

      
5090
gCO2e
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Schwarzwolf thermo mug in a black or white color which is made of stainless steel. The mug has a volume 360 ml. Thanks to its property to keep 
temperature of cold and hot drinks will be very handy for example during your way to work. Packed in a gift box.

Volume: 360 ml
Material: stainless steel, plastic 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 30 × 50 mm 

Dimensions: Ø 8.8 × 16.4 cm

Schwarzwolf double-walled vacuum bottle with 1 000 ml volume which makes the temperature of your drink last longer.  
It is made in elegant design and packed in a gift box. 

Material: stainless steel
Recommended printing technology: laser L1

Maximum print size: 30 × 50 mm
Dimensions: Ø 8 × 30 cm  

LIARD
F5100100AJ3 – white
F5100101AJ3 – black

  
2513

gCO2e  

RANGES
F4900400AJ3

    
5850
gCO2e  

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-liard-thermo-mug-312491
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-ranges-double-walled-vacuum-bottle-312497


34 HIKING / BIKING

This 550 ml Schwarzwolf food thermos allows you to take your favourite soup or porridge with you on a trip to nature or even to work and keep it hot or cold for  
a long time. The thermos is complemented by a folding spoon in the cap for your convenience. It is easy to maintain and has a practical design.  
Packed in a gift box.
Material: stainless steel
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 30 × 50 mm
Dimensions: Ø 9.5 cm × 16.5 cm

CIBUS
F4912200AJ3

  4352
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-cibus-food-thermos-550-ml-332228
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Schwarzwolf multifunctional vacuum bottle 4in1. It includes a stainless steel thermo mug with a plastic lid and thanks to adjustable plastic attachment it can be used 
also as a sports bottle. Comes with an infuser which can be used for both of them. 

Packed in a gift box.
Volume: thermo mug – 400 ml, bottle with adjustable infuser – 600 ml

Material: stainless steel, plastic
Recommended printing technology: laser L1

Maximum print size: 30 × 50 mm
Dimensions: main black part (thermo mug) – Ø 7.2 × 17.3 cm, with maximum adjustable part – Ø 7.2 × 31.3 cm

DOMINIKA
F4900500AJ3

    
3400
gCO2e  

Schwarzwolf sports tritan bottle in a grey color with a pleasant rubber surface, black lid and loop 
for hanging. The bottle supports a healthy life style because it doesn´t include BPA. The bottle is 
suitable for cold and warm drinks from -10oC to 80oC. In the lower part of the bottle is a silicone 

stripe with the Schwarzwolf logo. Packed in a gift box. 
Volume: 800 ml
Material: tritan

Recommended printing technology: pad printing T3, uv print UV3
Maximum print size: 30 × 50 mm

Dimensions: Ø 7.3 × 27 cm

KIBO
F4900200AJ3

   1480
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-dominika-multifunctional-vacuum-bottle-4in1-312498


36 HIKING / BIKING

Schwarzwolf hip flask set. Includes: 237 ml black flask made of stainless steel, 4 cups (30 ml) that comes in black pouch and a funnel. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 50 × 50 mm
Dimensions: flask 14.6 × 9.5 × 2.5 cm, cups in pouch 6.5 × 4 cm

MADONIE
F5000200AJ3

2538
gCO2e  

Schwarzwolf hip flask set. The flask is made of stainless steel with a smooth black coating. The set include 4 cups (30 ml) that 
comes in black pouch and a funnel. The Schwarzwolf logo is placed on the bottom of the flask. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel
Volume: 266 ml
Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 50 × 15 mm
Dimensions: flask 14.5 × 8 × 2.5 cm, cups in pouch 6.5 × 4 cm

TAHAT 
F5001200AJ3 

2760
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-madonie-hip-flask-set-316798
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Schwarzwolf 266 ml hip flask. The flask is made of stainless steel with a smooth black coating. The Schwarzwolf 
logo is placed on the bottom of the flask. It is packed in a gift box. 

Material: stainless steel
Volume: 266 ml

Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 50 × 15 mm

Dimensions: 14.5 × 8 × 2.5 cm

HALTI
F5001100AJ3

1770
gCO2e  

Practical Schwarzwolf bottle in a simple black design has volume 237 ml. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: stainless steel

Recommended printing technology: laser L1
Maximum print size: 50 × 50 mm

Dimensions: 13 × 9.5 × 2.2 cm

OLYMPOS
F5000100AJ3

1941
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/sw-olympos-253868


38 HIKING / BIKING

This practical and ecological rechargeable Schwarzwolf lighter will be handy during your trip in nature. The lighter works on the basis of electric discharge instead  
of a flame. Charging can be done by using the micro USB port of the lighter, allowing it to be charged by connecting it to any computer or other compatible power source 
with an output voltage DV 5V±0,5V and output current below 3000 mA. The lighter includes a lithium battery with a capacity 220 mAh. The charging time of lighter is 
1–2 hours and full lighter lasts approximately one week or after 100–200 sparks. Comes with USB micro cable. Packed in a gift box.
Recommended printing technology: laser CO2, uv print UV3
Maximum print size: 9 × 30 mm
Dimensions: 4.7 × 6.7 × 1.6 cm

Schwarzwolf survival set, which is perfect for camping, walking and mountain tours, for climbers and cyclists in case of danger or first aid. It contains a thermal 
insulation foil, which can serve as protection against cold weather. The set also includes a Schwarzwolf Hunter pocket knife with nine tools, as well as 
a multifunctional whistle, which includes a compass, signal mirror, flintlock and a small waterproof storage space, ideal for storing contact or health information. 
Matches are also part of the set. Everything is packed in a practical neoprene case and a gift box.
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 on the cover, laser L1 on the knife
Maximum print size: 80 × 80 mm / 30 × 5 mm
Dimensions: case 5 × 10 × 13 cm

SANFORD
H6800200AJ3

      
452

gCO2e   

SALONGA
F5304800AJ3

  
2702
gCO2e  

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-sanford-electric-rechargeable-lighter-312293
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-salonga-survival-set-332444
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Practical Schwarzwolf set of two telescopic BBQ forks, packed in a drawstring nylon pouch. 
Material: stainless steel, PVC handle 

Recommended printing technology: laser L1, silkscreen printing S2 on the pouch 
Maximum print size: 25 × 5 mm/100 × 40 mm 

Dimensions: folded 24.5 cm, unfolded 86 cm 

Multifunctional Schwarzwolf spoon includes a knife and its end with teeth can be used as a fork, together being ideal cutlery for your camping. 
Comes in a bag and packed in a gift box. 

Material: S/S 2CR14 steel 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1 

Maximum print size: 25 × 7 mm 
Dimensions: in folded estate 15 cm, in unfolded estate 21 cm, spoon and fork 6.5 cm, knife 6 cm 

LIPNO
F4200300AJ3

    

  
1214

gCO2e

LATEMAR
F4800300AJ3

679
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-lipno-telescopic-forks-for-bbq-251463
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-latemar-multifunctional-spoon-272754


40 HIKING / BIKING

Schwarzwolf outdoor towel in a grey color with orange hemming. It is ideal for your sports activities or travelling, made of microfibre. The towel is quick-drying, 
lightweight and space-saving. Its big advantage is that it is possible to fold the towel into all luggage. Its soft and smooth surface is very pleasant to your skin. It has  
a very practical detachable hanging loop with the Schwarzwolf logo. Thanks to its size you can also use it as a bed pad. You can shake out sand or grass very easily from 
the towel. Packed in a polyester mesh case. 
Material: 100% polyester 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3 
Maximum print size: 200 × 100 mm 
Dimensions: 65 × 140 cm

Schwarzwolf outdoor cooling towel is ideal for your sports activities. It is quick-drying and it provides pleasant cooling in high temperatures or as a first aid in case 
of injury or sunburn. Use: Soak the towel in the water, wring it and stretch it 3 – 5 times. It then begins to cool without feeling wet. Packed in a polyester case  
with a mesh. 
Material: 55% polyester, 45% polyamide 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3 
Maximum print size: 150 × 100 mm 
Dimensions: 100 × 30 cm 

MALAREN
F5300500AJ3

    
 3880

gCO2e

LANAO
F5300400AJ3 – grey 
F5300401AJ3 – blue 
F5300402AJ3 – green
F5300403AJ3 – white

    
 1795

gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-malaren-outdoor-towel-294586
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-lanao-274804
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Schwarzwolf quick dry, lightweight, superabsorbent microfibre towel, in nylon pouch. Packed in polybag.
Material: 80% polyester, 20% polyamide 

Recommended printing technology: embroidery, silkscreen printing S3 on pouch
Maximum print size: 50 × 50 mm

Dimensions: towel 42 × 83 cm, pouch 11 × 16 cm

Schwarzwolf outdoor towel. Lightweight and highly absorbent, ideal for sports and travel. Quick dry, 
antibacterial. Packed in a polyester bag. 

Weight: 300 g/m2 
Material: 80% polyester, 20% polyamide 

Recommended printing technology: embroidery, silkscreen printing S3 on pouch 
Maximum print size: 100 × 100 mm 

Dimensions: towel 60 × 120 cm 

LOBOS
F5300200AJ3

    
 2049

gCO2e

CITAS
F5300200SA3

    
 4443

gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-lobos-outdoor-towel-254216
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-citas-outdoor-towel-160610
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The Schwarzwolf inflatable mat with an integrated pillow is packed in a practical nylon case with a drawstring. It will certainly be an indispensable helper when camping. 
It takes up a minimum of luggage space thanks to its small size and low weight of 620 g. It is equipped with two valves for easy inflation of cushions and pads. It helps 
with thermal insulation and provides a comfortable rest. The material is waterproof. The inflated mattress has a length of 190 cm, so it will allow comfortable sleeping 
even for taller people. For even easier inflation, it is advisable to add a Schwarzwolf KASAI inflatable bag.
Weight: 540 g
Material: 40D Nylon + TPU
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3
Maximum print size: 100 × 50 mm 
Dimensions: mat 190 × 65 × 6.5 cm, package 11 × 27 cm

SAJAMA
F4510200AJ3

     6142
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-sajama-inflatable-mat-332249
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The Schwarzwolf KASAI bag can be a pleasant addition to the SAJAMA mat. It allows it to inflate quickly and effortlessly. This bag will also be an irreplaceable companion 
when camping. You can use it as a waterproof bag to keep your things dry in bad weather or during water sports. It can also be used as a simple pillow under the head. 

Just load your clothes in and close. If you fill it with water and hang it on a tree, you will have a makeshift shower. Packed in a gift box.
Weight: 130 g

Material: 40D Nylon + TPU
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2

Maximum print size: 100 × 100 mm 
Dimensions: 36 × 61 cm

KASAI
F4510300AJ3

     1109
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-kasai-inflatable-bag-332250
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Schwarzwolf foldable picnic blanket which you can use on your trip to nature for a rest or for a lunch. The blanket has practical straps for easy  
packing and carrying.
Weight: 600 g  
Material: 230D waterproof micro fibre pongee, 210D waterproof polyester, filling – 150g/m hollow polyester fibre 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3
Maximum print size: 80 × 50 mm
Dimensions: 170 × 140 cm 

ALVERNIA
F5600500AJ3

    
12546
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-alvernia-foldable-picnic-blanket-312371
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Soft and lightweight Schwarzwolf sleeping bag. It is produced from 190T polyester with filling from 210T microfibre 250 g/m2, in mummy shape,  
quilted and with drawstring hood. 

Comfort zone 11 °C, extreme zone -7 °C. 
Weight: 530 g 

Material: 190T polyester, 210T microfibre 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3 

Maximum print size: 100 × 100 mm 
Dimensions: length 220 cm, width at the widest part 80 cm, width at the narrower part 55 cm 

KINABALU
F4800100AJ3

      
25250
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-kinabalu-sleeping-bag-251116
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The Schwarzwolf lightweight travel blanket is perfect for your trips by plane, car, bus and train. It is made of microfiber that easily extract sweat and gives you warmth 
and comfort. It is packed in a practical nylon bag.
Weight: 345 g
Material: 120 g/m2 polyester microfiber
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3, embroidery 
Maximum print size: 200 × 100 mm
Dimensions: blanket 170 × 140 cm, package 15 × 28 cm

Schwarzwolf selfinflatable travel cushion in nylon pouch. 
Packed in a polybag with Schwarzwolf hanging card. 
Weight: 130 g 
Material: red fabric 210T polyester, black fabric 75D polyester, inside filling - foam  
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3 
Maximum print size: 100 × 100 mm 
Dimensions: cushion 40 × 30 × 2 cm

BRISA
F5603600AJ3

 5705
gCO2e  

REST
F4500300SA3

  
2970
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-brisa-travel-blanket-332426
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-rest-selfinflatable-travel-cushion-129635
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Set of 2 Schwarzwolf telescopic walking sticks. The sticks are made of Duralumin which makes them light and 
stable. They have 3 sections, optional snow caps and a Speed-Lock system which allows for easy setup.  

The handles are ergonomically shaped and their adjustable length allows you to place your hand on the handle  
in more difficult terrain. The sticks have easily adjustable wrist straps. Included in the package is a practical clamp 

to hold the sticks together. Packed in a practical polyester bag. 
Weight: 539 g/set without a case 

Material: Duralumin, EVA, cork, polyester 
Recommended printing technology: laser L1, silkscreen printing S3 on bag 

Maximum print size: 150 × 80 mm 
Dimensions: lenght (folded) 64 cm, (extended) max. 135 cm 

DENALI
F4800400AJ3

 6843
gCO2e

CRUX
F0107500AJ3

    
 5675

gCO2e

The Schwarzwolf folding automatic umbrella with open-close system 
will provide you with protection against bad weather with it´s windproof 

construction. It is equipped with reflective edging for your safety. The umbrella 
case contains a practical carabiner for attachment to a backpack. It´s diameter 

is 95 cm and has 8 panels.
Weight: 380 g

Material: 190 T pongee
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3

Maximum print size: 200 × 100 mm 
Dimensions: folded 29 cm, unfolded Ø 95 cm × 58 cm 

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-denali-set-of-2-walking-sticks-293377
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-crux-folding-automatic-umbrella-332229
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Multifunction Schwarzwolf bandana. 
Packed in polybag with Schwarzwolf insert card. 
Material: 100% polyester microfibre 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 100 × 60 mm 
Dimensions: 48 × 24.8 cm

Warm and multifunctional Schwarzwolf neckcloth in black-grey color. The neckcloth is suitable for winter weather, contains a rubber for constriction on neck,  
or you can use it as a hat. Packed in a polybag.  
Material: stretched fleece (85% polyester, 15% spandex), grey fleece (92% polyester, 8% spandex) and lining from soft fleece (100% polyester) 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 100 × 60 mm 
Dimensions: front part 26 × 20.5 cm, back part 26 × 16 cm

BANDANA
T4000200SA3

   
833

gCO2e

MISMI
T4000100AJ3

  
1386
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-bandana-muultifunctional-bandana-88079
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-bandana-muultifunctional-bandana-88079
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MOGOTON
T4000200AJ3

    2753
gCO2e

Knitted multifunctional Schwarzwolf neckcloth 2in1 in black, quilted by reflective yarn. The neckcloth is suitable 
for winter weather, contains rubber for constriction on neck, or you can use it as a hat. Its lining is made of very 

soft and pleasant fleece material. Packed in a sleeve. 
Material: 100% acryl + reflective yarn, linning – 100% polyester 

Recommended printing technology: embroidery
Maximum print size: 10 × 8 cm

Dimensions: 25 × 24 cm

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-mogoton-knitted-multifunctional-neckcloth-2in1-313616
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Schwarzwolf cycling socks. Designed for greater life span and durability. Special construction helps to hold the sock in place. Polypropylene fibers help to wick 
the moisture away from skin. 
Material: 45% polypropylene, 30% cotton, 22% polyamide, 3% elastan

Schwarzwolf trekking socks specially designed for trekking and hiking. These socks provide thermal insulation and polypropylene fibers help to wick the moisture away 
from skin. Polypropylene fibers help to wick the moisture away from skin. A more open weave in several areas provides greater ventilation. Special construction helps to 
hold the sock in place. 
Material: 65% cotton, 26% polypropylene, 4% polyester, 5% elastan

BIKE
T4700100EI1 – white, size 36–38 
T4700101EI1 – white, size 39–41 
T4700102EI1 – white, size 42–44 
T4700103EI1 – black, size 36–38 
T4700104EI1 – black, size 39–41 
T4700105EI1 – black, size 42–44 
T4700106EI1 – red, size 36–38 
T4700107EI1 – red, size 39–41 
T4700108EI1 – red, size 42–44 
T4700109EI1 – blue, size 36–38 
T4700110EI1 – blue, size 39–41 
T4700111EI1 – blue, size 42–44 

  1461
gCO2e

TREKING
T4700200EI1 – size 36–38 
T4700201EI1 – size 39–41 
T4700202EI1 – size 42–44

  2039
gCO2e

1

2

3

4

elastic cuff

relieved weave

delicate toe seam construction

cushioned sole

1

2

3

4

5-6  

7

elastic cuff

relieved weave

delicate toe seam construction

cushioned sole

elastic bands to hold the socks 
in place
special anatomical ribbed  
ankle construction 

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-bike-white-socks-size-36-38-104623
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-treking-socks-size-36-38-104643
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Practical Schwarzwolf set of 3 black clothes bags which you will especially appreciate during your travels. The set includes shoe bag, compression bag for underwear 
which can be unfolded or folded thanks to the zipper and bag for dresses, shirts or t-shirts with 2 parts for seperating clean and dirty clothes. 
Material: 300D RPET Ripstop polyurethan, nylon
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3
Maximum print size: 150 × 100 mm
Dimensions: shoe bag 40 × 30 × 10 cm, compression bag 18.5 × 26 × 2.5 cm, 2-parts bag 40 × 22.5 × 12 cm

KIOTARI 
F3408600AJ3 

1677
gCO2e

compression bag  
for underwear

bag with 2 compartments

shoe bag
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1

2

3

4
5

Practical sports and travel Schwarzwolf bag 2in1 which can be used also as a backpack. The bag has an adjustable carrying strap and adjustable padded shoulder straps 
hidden in a back zipper pocket. Includes a large compartment with a zipper closure, a front zipper pocket, a shoe pocket on the side and two small mesh front pockets. 

For using bag as a backpack you can also use a hidden waist belt. 
Volume: approx. 46.2 l 

Weight: 540 g
Material: ripstop + 210D polyester 

Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2
Maximum print size: 90 × 60 mm

Dimensions: 55 × 30 × 28 cm

ZAMBEZI
F3400400AJ3

 14984
gCO2e

1

2

3

4-5  

sports and travel bag

back system

hidden shoulder straps

hidden waist belt

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-zambezi-practical-sports-and-travel-bag-2in1-309678
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4

3

1

2
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Schwarzwolf foldable sport bag 2in1. This bag can be easily packed into small package or transform into practical backpack. It has main compartement with small 
zipper case, pockets on the sides, mesh pockets on the sides suitable for bottle and upper pocket where can be whole bag easily folded.  
The adjustable strap, carry handles and both shoulder strap can be hidden into special pockets during transformation. 
Volume: 28 l
Weight: 430 g 
Material: nylon ripstop with PU backing, lining 210D 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 100 × 40 mm 
Dimension: Ø 24.5 × 46 cm, folded Ø 24.5 × 4 cm  

BRENTA
F3400300AJ3 – blue 
F3400301AJ3 – orange 
F3400302AJ3 – green  

    5396
gCO2e

1

2

3

4

5

meshes pockets for bottles

side pockets

sport bag

backpack

folded bag

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-brenta-foldable-sport-bag-backpack-252606
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Reflective Schwarzwolf drawstring bag is suitable for every day use or for a trip. Thanks to a material which meets the requirement of standard EN ISO 20471 for 
protective clothing you will feel safe. The drawstrings are made of strong and soft material for very comfortable carrying. 

Volume: 2 l
Weight: 155 g

Material: 100% polyester with reflective coating 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2

Maximum print size: 100 × 80 mm
Dimensions: 35 × 47 cm

Practical Schwarzwolf drawstring bag is suitable for casual wearing or for a trip. It is made of quality ripstop polyester. 
Backpack has one pocket with zipper on a side. Backpack can be easily folded to your handbag for eventual usage. 

Volume: 8 l 
Weight: 115 g 

Material: 420D ripstop polyester 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 

Maximum print size: 150 × 150 mm 
Dimensions: 33 × 45 cm, inside pocket 15 × 18 cm 

DENISON
F3510100AJ3

  2915
gCO2e

NUNAVUT
F3500200AJ3

  2147
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-denison-reflective-drawstring-bag-315469
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-nunavut-268626
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Always have your important things at hand thanks to the Schwarzwolf folding belt bag. Folds into itself, it is small and compact and always fits in your luggage. It will 
be especially useful if you don‘t want to take a big backpack for a trip. The layout then offers three zipped storage spaces. One main pocket, one inner pocket and one 
outer pocket. It also has an inner loop with a carabiner for keys. It is made of a pleasant soft, yet firm material. It is inconspicuous under clothing and does not attract 
thieves. Thanks to the adjustable belt, you can wear it around your waist and over your shoulder.
Weight: 60 g
Material: Nylon
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S3
Maximum print size: 80 × 40 mm 
Dimensions: kidney 22 × 12 cm, maximum waist circumference 116 cm, package 12.5 × 8.5 cm

MOBILA
F5304700AJ3

     501
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-mobila-folding-belt-bag-332427
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1

23

Schwarzwolf sports belt bag, thanks to which you will have all your personal belongings with you during sport. The belt bag includes large front pocket for a sports 
bottle (suitable for KIBO bottle), small front zipper pocket for a credit card and back zipper pocket with 19 × 10 cm size for a mobile phone. The belt bag can also be 

carried as a cross-body bag. Packed in a plastic bag with a paper hangtag. 
Weight: 180 g

Material: RPET 420D polyurethan ripstop 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2

Maximum print size: 100 × 50 mm
Dimensions: 59 × 13.5 cm, maximum belt length (including belt) 130 cm

MAFADI 
F5305800AJ3

 821
gCO2e

1

2

3

 

back pocket for phone, wallet etc.

bottle pocket 

key pocket
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Compact Schwarzwolf bicycle bag with a pocket for a mobile phone. The bicycle bag has two zipper side pockets and a transparent detachable pocket for your mobil 
phone which can be taken with you. Its internal dimensions are 8 × 16.5 × 2 cm. Packed in a gift box. 
Material: polyester
Weight: 171 g 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 50 × 30 mm 
Dimensions: extended 31.5 × 18.5 × 4.5 cm, folded and hanging on a bike 12.5 × 18.5 × 13.5 cm

Elastic waterproof Schwarzwolf belt with a flexible pocket and clip, waterproof zipper. Included reflective parts and integrated output for headphones.  
The belt is suitable for a hiking, cycling, running and other sports. The size of the pocket is adaptable for its contents. Packed in a gift box.
Material: 88% polyester + 12% spandex, 180g/m2, inside part TPU
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2, uv print UV3 on the clip
Maximum print size: 100 × 20 mm
Dimensions: 71–102 × 4.5 × 1 cm

SABANA
F5200200AJ3

 3704
gCO2e

RAVIK
F5300600SA3 – black
F5300601SA3 – red
F5300602SA3 – blue

  
  1290

gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-sabana-bicycle-bag-295042
https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-ravik-elastic-waterproof-belt-208522
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Reflective Schwarzwolf bicycle backpack which is also suitable for casual wearing. It is made of high reflective material which meets 
the requirement of standard EN ISO 20471 for protective clothing. The backpack has a padded back system and padded shoulder straps. 

The backpack also includes a main zipper compartment, a zipper pocket on the side, a small mesh pocket on the other side and a waist belt 
with two small zipper pockets.  

Volume: 20 l
Weight: 395 g

Material: 100% polyester with reflective coating 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2

Maximum print size: 70 × 40 mm
Dimensions: 28 × 14 × 45 cm

YUKON
F3510000AJ3

     7827
gCO2e

1

2

3

4

5

6

fastening for sweatshirt or jacket

zipper pocket on side

high reflective fabric

waist belt zipper pocket

waist belt

mesh pocket

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-yukon-reflective-bicycle-backpack-315466
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Practical Schwarzwolf backpack is suitable for travelling as well as every day use. Padded back system, padded shoulder straps  
with handles, practical pocket for a laptop with a protective reinforcement, two bottle pockets, compression straps, inner pocket  
with compartments for small items and a small snap hook, stash pocket. 
Volume: 27 l 
Weight: 590 g 
Material: 300D nylon, Dobby nylon, 210D polyester 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 50 × 20 mm 
Dimensions: 49 × 29 × 18 cm 

ORIZABA
F3500700AJ3

     5960
gCO2e

1

2

3

4-5

walking stick holder

tie up strap

handy front pocket

bottle holder

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-orizaba-backpack-235298
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8

padded back system

waist belt

compression straps

meshes pockets for bottles

loops for poles and ice axes

emergency pockets

safety whistle

Quality and lightweight Schwarzwolf backpack suitable mainly for tourism. It has padded shoulder straps and back system, waist 
belt for a comfortable carrying, compression straps on the sides of the bag, mesh pockets for bottles on both sides, loops for poles 

and ice axes, two emergency pockets, front pocket with buckle closing, middle zipper pocket with compartments for small items 
and zippered pocket for valuables and very spacious main compartment with separate pocket.  

The backpack is including orange safety whistle. 
Volume: 31 l

Weight: 640 g 
Material: polyester 420D polyester with PVC backing + 210D ripstop with pu 

backing + 210D polyester lining 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 

Maximum print size: 70 × 40 mm 
Dimension: 33 × 20 × 50 cm 

MATTERHORN
F3500800AJ3

      
12153
gCO2e

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-matterhorn-turistic-backpack-252991
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Schwarzwolf backpack for multi-day travel. It has a developed back system and padded shoulder straps for maximum comfort. It 
has one large internal compartment with a smaller pocket for laptop and velcro loop. The backpack is accessible from the top by 
using a drawstring and also it is accessible by a zipper at the front to get to your things placed at the bottom of the backpack easily 
without removing its contents. The backpack has many various pockets, for example a zipper pocket on the side, a mesh pocket on 
the other side, and an adjustable chest strap with a whistle. A waterproof cloak for the backpack is available in the bottom pocket. 
Volume: 40 l
Weight: 990 g 
Material: polyester, 600D polyurethane 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 100 × 80 mm 
Dimensions: 50 × 33 × 18 cm 

KANDER
F3501002AJ3

     18460
gCO2e
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6

padded back system

waist belt

chest strap with a safety whistle

front pocket

side zipper pocket

side mesh pocket for a bottle

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-kander-travel-backpack-332074
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MAREB
F3517900AJ3

  13848
gCO2e

Safety backpack with anti-theft features. The entrance to the main area of the backpack is facing your own bag which makes 
it difficult for someone else to access. The backpack also has a lock for securing zippers and a hidden pocket for a payment 

card or keys. In the inner part there is a padded space for a 15 „laptop and a 10“ tablet. And USB output with USB cable is 
also included. At the back is a belt for attachment to a suitcase. The front surface is equipped with a reflective accessory. The 

volume of the backpack is 20,5 l.
Weight: 720 g

Material: 210D polyester
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2

Maximum print size: 100 × 80 mm 
Dimensions: 30 × 15 × 46 cm

1

2

3

4+6

5

safety lock

USB charging port

reflective strip

hidden pocket

luggage strap

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-mareb-safety-backpack-332248
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1

2+3

4

two-way zipper

front zipper pocket

ergonomic design

Light Schwarzwolf backpack with padded back in black color with green or red lining. It includes one big pocket with zipper for 
notebook and velcro closure pocket inside. Backpack has two pockets in front side. One of the front pocket includes two bigger and 
two smaller compartments, two compartments for pens and one mesh pocket with zipper. 
Volume: 15 l 
Weight: 490 g 
Material: 1680D polyester 
Recommended printing technology: silkscreen printing S2 
Maximum print size: 100 × 80 mm 
Dimensions: 34 × 10 × 42 mm

PIRIN
F3500900AJ3 – green 
F3500901AJ3 – red 
F3500902AJ3 – grey

  
9525
gCO2e

 

https://multibrands.gifts/schwarzwolf-pirin-light-backpack-273836
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The basic philosophy of Schwarzwolf outdoor brand is to offer the best possible combination 

of modern design and sophisticated functionality and provide quality to all outdoor enthusiasts, 

travelers, tourists and cyclists since 1999.
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